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••lected .a" an 01'1' 'type plant out of 9D6R. the eeed of
which had been ueed for yeers ae a standard check in the Aberdeen
yiSldnur~.~il!t•• ,Th•••l.ction of the two 01'1' types ,was mad. fro. a

, 1988 .u...~ croesing plat planted an privata ground for the start of ,
a pri,vate bra,.ding progra•• Progeny from the selections appear~d to ~~ ~

breed true in 1989~. The proposed variety name is '5~nstar 1'.~I~

eRM /; F-II.()/I'f. ~eC fS tV&> ~,. f .,.-Pjl'e·
Sunstar 1 is a..ned. IIIhite-glamed variety lIIith very stiff straw.

It has averaged 3 6" or about , .. shorter then 906R and 8" shorter than
Ponders when planted in 1989 in a small increase plot yeild trial.
Plants height variee from the average by le8s then 2" when grown under
maximum yeild conditions. The ~ariety will be shorter when grown
under lees favorable conditions. The flag lear is tJsually erect and
twisted. The plent color is'blue green with a waxy bloom present on
the flag leaf sheath. The auricles sre green.. Sunstar 1 heads about,
1 day earlier then Ponderaand 3 daye later than 906R.The kernels
are hard red. The test weight of Sunstar 1 lIaries from 1 to 2 pounds
heavier th.~pondera and 906R when grown under maximum yeild conditions.

Suns tar II

Sunatar II are very similar in most -
agrono~1c character-

The major difference is that Suns tar II tillers more profuselyistics.

than Sunstar I. S t I huns ar as a very erect growth and the area between

rowsdoesnotcomp1~.telyfill in with heads, Suns tar II has a more
. l·~.r'.

bushy plant growth and makes a more solid canopy of heads than Sunstar I.
:.t,.*.;

Suns tar II produces a ligher yield than Sunstar I, but is slightly

lower in grainprotien than Sunstar I.

*' A small increase of the 2 s·~!..i¥$:1i;ifQ;I:iS~ carried out during
1988-89.
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